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Bârcă, Vitalie is a research fellow II with the Institute of Archaeology
and Art History of Cluj-Napoca, Romania. He is a specialist in the archaeology and history of the Sarmatian civilisation of the north-Pontic area, the
Lower Danube and the Great Hungarian Plain. His expertise includes also
aspects of ethnic, cultural, political and military interferences between the
Graeco-Roman world and that Barbarian of Central and Eastern Europe.
He has authored more than 85 studies in speciality journal and volumes.
His books include Istorie şi civilizaţie. Sarmaţii în spaţiul est-carpatic (sec. I a.
Chr. – începutul sec. II p. Chr.), Cluj-Napoca, 2006, awarded with the “Vasile
Pârvan” prize of the Romanian Academy; Nomazi ai stepelor. Sarmaţii timpurii în spaţiul nord-pontic (sec. II-I a. Chr.), Cluj-Napoca, 2006; Călăreţii
stepelor. Sarmaţii în spaţiul nord-pontic (co-authored with O. Symonenko);
Alburnus Maior III, Necropola Romană de la Tăul Corna, Cluj-Napoca, 2008
(co-author) and Sarmatian vestiges discovered south of the Lower Mures River.
The graves from Hunedoara Timișană and Arad, Cluj-Napoca, 2014. He is the
editor of volume Orbis Romanus and Barbaricum. The Barbarians around the
Province of Dacia and Their Relations with the Roman Empire Cluj-Napoca,
2016 and founder and editor of the Journal of Ancient History and Archaeology (http://www.jaha.org.ro), indexed Web of Science (ISI).
E-mail: vitalie_barca@yahoo.com
Boda, Gherghina is a senior scientific researcher at the Museum of Dacian and Roman Civilization, Deva, Hunedoara county, Romania. Scientific
activity: 3 books (single author); 5 books in collaboration; 4 collective volumes; 80 articles/studies and chapters in national and international scientific
journals/collective volumes; studies presented to over 150 de workshops/national and international conferences; coordination of 4 cultural projects and
team member of other 7; organiser of 35 workshops/national conferences
and 2 international conferences; coordinator of 20 exhibitions; involvement
in 21 cultural and educational projects.
E-mail: ginaboda15@gmail.com
Buna, Zsolt is a research assistant with the Technical University of
Cluj-Napoca, Romania, the Design Engineering and Robotics Department.
He is specialised in computer-assisted modelling and 3D scanning. His expertise includes aspects related to the digitalizing and 3D reconstruction of
historical monuments and artefacts. He is the author of more than 20 studies
published in speciality journals and volumes among which 10 focus on digitalizing the cultural heritage objects.
E-mail: zsolt.buna@mail.utcluj.ro
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Cameron, Christina holds the Canada Research Chair in Built Heritage at the University of Montreal where she directs a research program on
heritage conservation in the School of Architecture, P.O. Box 6128, Station
Centre-Ville, Montréal QC H3C 3J7. She has worked with the World Heritage Convention since 1987, chairing the Committee in 1990 and 2008, publishing on World Heritage concepts and co-authoring Many Voices, One Vision: The Early Years of the World Heritage Convention (2013).
E-mail: christina.cameron@umontreal.ca
Chiricescu, Andrea is a PhD candidate at “Valahia” University in
Târgovişte. The recent scientific concerns of the author, also found in the
PhD thesis, focus on the management and protection of cultural heritage.
Besides, attention is directed to capitalizing and promoting heritage, focusing on targeted communication with different stakeholder categories. With
over 14 years experience in research, museology and heritage management,
she has published a series of studies, articles and volumes (individually or as
a co-author) in ethnography, archaeology, museum education and heritage
management. Among these: Civilizația tradițională a sării în sud-estul Transilvaniei, Editura Angustia, Sf. Gheorghe, 2013; „Marketingul patrimoniului
imobil abordat prin proiect cultural” și „Noțiuni de comunicare”. In: Managementul integrat al patrimoniului imobil. Note de curs. Editor Pîrvu Ionică.
Sf. Gheorghe, 2013; „The Archaeology Steps into the Smartphone Era! An
Application for Mobile Devices, for Signalling, Tracking and Informing on
Archaeological Sites from South-East Transylvania — a joint public-private
research project”. In: S. Musteață, Ş. Caliniuc (eds.), Current Trends in Archaeological Heritage Preservation: National and International Perspectives. Proceedings of the International Conference, Iași, România, November 6-10, 2013.
British Archaeological Report. International Series 2741 (Oxford 2015), 6772 (coauthors A. Popa & M. Chiricescu).
E-mail: andrea.chiricescu@gmail.com
Ciută, Marius-Mihai is an archaeologist from Romania who carried
out archaeological research on dozens of Neolithic sites, but also from the
Bronze Age, Iron and Classical Period, especially on the Mureş Valley. In
2001, he defended the PhD thesis on a topic related to the early Neolithic
from the Intracarpathian Transylvania, a thesis published in 2005. Since
2001, he is an Associate Professor at Lucian Blaga University in Sibiu, teaching archaeology courses, and recently, courses linked with the protection of
the national cultural heritage. He was part of several national and international research projects. Marius has published over 120 specialized studies
and over 70 archaeological research reports, 3 author books and 2 collaborative books. Since 2006 he became a police officer specialized in the field
of protection of cultural heritage (SSPCH), working in the judicial team led
by Prosecutor General Augustin Lazar. Marius Mihai Ciută contributed to
recover several stolen cultural heritage artefacts from the archaeological sites
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of the Dacian fortresses (golden bracelets, Koson coins, weapons and iron
tools hoards, and gold and silver jewellery, etc.). He published over 20 articles in the field of the protection of the national cultural heritage, focused on
the recovered artefacts, on the analysis of the poached contexts, but also on
the study of the phenomenon of archaeological poaching.
E-mail: mariusciuta@yahoo.com
Crăciunescu, Adrian is an architect from Romania. He is a lecturer at the University of Architecture and Urbanism Ion Mincu in Bucharest
where he teaches heritage conservation and its legislation. As an attested specialist for architectural restoration, urbanism and historic parks & gardens
and studies for historic monuments, he is member of the National Commission for Historic Monuments and chairman of one of its 12 zonal sections.
He was general director for cultural heritage in the ministry of culture and
personal advisor to several ministers and deputy ministers of culture. He was
appointed team leader of a group that devised the Preliminary Theses of the
new Code of Cultural Heritage, as part of the legal process of the legislative
initiative of the Government; the Preliminary Theses were adopted by the
Government and published in the Official Journal of Romania, part I. He is
secretary-general of ICOMOS Romania.
E-mail: craciunescu_adi@yahoo.com
Găzdac, Cristian is associated professor, dr. habil. at the University of
Cluj-Napoca (Romania), Faculty of History and Philosophy teaches classes
on preserving and protection of Cultural Heritage, Roman Economy and
Numismatics, Security Systems in World History. Since 2014, he supervises
PhD theses at the Doctoral School of Security Studies within the same university. He a undertook a doctoral thesis at the University of Oxford in Ancient History. Among the main directions of my research has been to establish the monetary policies in these regions at critical moments in the history
of the Roman Empire. On this line, he created the monograph series Coins
from Roman Sites and Collections of Roman Coins from Romania (16 volumes).
In connection with my research activity on Cultural Heritage and Ancient
History he spent over 25 years of research at the Archaeological Park Carnuntum (Austria) where beside fieldwork, he has also published a series of books
and articles on various topics on Ancient History and Cultural Heritage. He
was involved in a large number of expertise focused on recovering trafficking artefacts from Romania. On this direction, he is the author of studies on
recovering artefacts and counterfeits and co-editor of the series Combating
the criminality against the European archaeological heritage. He was/is member
of international research projects on Cultural Heritage and Ancient History
topics at Universities such as Oxford, Vienna, Frankfurt, Padova. He is the
winner of the Barclay Head Prize, University of Oxford (2001).
E-mail: cgazdac2000@yahoo.co.uk
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Humer, Franz, the scientific director of the Roman City Carnuntum
(Austria), since 2001, studied classical archaeology, ancient history and history of art at the Paris-London-University of Salzburg (1983-1988). During
his academic training, he worked as an assistant at the Institute of Classical
Archaeology at the University of Salzburg. In 1988, he completed his master’s degree in archaeology with the thesis “Hypostyle halls in Greek architecture”. In addition to excavation and research activities in Austria, Franz
Humer undertook extensive archaeological study tours to Albania, Algeria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Colombia, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Egypt,
France, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Honduras, Hungary, Italy, Jordan,
Macedonia, Malta, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey and UK. Next to the implementation of
scientific research and excavations since 1987 and administrative functions,
he played a vital role in the organization of the opening of the Archaeological Park Carnuntum on 9 June 1996. He was entrusted with the financial
and administrative agenda of the entire Roman archaeology affairs of the
Province of Lower Austria. In 2013, Franz Humer was conferred the honorary title “Hofrat”.
E-mail: humer.franz@noel.gv.at
Musteață, Sergiu is currently project director at the ‘Ion Creangă’
Pedagogical State University in Chișinău. Author of 8 monographs and more
than 300 articles on history, archaeology, cultural heritage preservation and
textbooks analysis. The most recent work is Anul 1918 în emisiunile Europei
Libere (1955-1991), Chișinău: Editura ARC, 2018; Noi despre vecini şi vecinii despre noi. Manualele de istorie în Republica Moldova, România şi Ucraina,
Târgoviște: Cetatea de Scaun, 2018 and D. Cimpoeșu, S. Musteaţă, BASARABIA LA UN SECOL DE LA MAREA UNIRE. O istorie politică a Republicii Moldova (1991-2018), Târgoviște: Cetatea de Scaun, 2018, 308 pag..
He is editor of two monograph series – ANTIM monographs and Unknown
Documents and Histories (25 volumes published), and editor of the young historian’s annual journal (14 volumes published). Every year he delivers over
20 presentations and public lectures in various academic centres around the
world. Hence, in recent years he has been a visiting scholar and a visiting professor in many universities in the US, Germany, Romania, Sweden, etc.
E-mail: sergiu_musteata@yahoo.com
Neamțu, Călin is a Professor with the Technical University of ClujNapoca, Romania, the Design Engineering and Robotics Department. He is
specialised in 3D scanning, computed aided modelling and the design and
simulation of production systems. His expertise includes aspects related to
the digitalizing of cultural heritage objects in 3D format and their digital restoration. He authored more than 100 studies in speciality journals and volumes of which 25 focus on various aspects related to the digitalizing of the
cultural heritage objects and their promoting. He is the editor of two jour-
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nals indexed Web of Science (ISI) Journal of Ancient History and Archaeology (http://www.jaha.org.ro) and Acta Technica Napocensis Series: Applied
Mathematics, Mechanics and Engineering (https://atna-mam.utcluj.ro/index.php/Acta).
E-mail: calin.neamtu@muri.utcluj.ro
Pețan, Aurora is a researcher within the Study Center of Dacica Foundation, holder of a PhD in Philology and another one in History. The main
domains of interest are Dacian history and civilization and cultural heritage.
Since 2009, President of Dacica Foundation, whose object of activity is the
research, protection and promotion of the cultural heritage. Her latest book,
“Sarmizegetusa Regia – The Rediscovery of the Fortress” (2018) is the most
comprehensive work dedicated to this monument in the last decades.
E-mail: apetan@gmail.com
Popa, Alexandru is an archaeologist, specialising in the study of the
Roman Time in south-eastern Europe. He studied History and Archaeology
at the State University of Moldova (Chişinău/Moldova), “Al.I. Cuza” University of Iaşi/ Romania, J.-W. Goethe University in Frankfurt am Main and Justus Liebig University in Giessen/Germany. He holds his habilitation degree
at the Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-University in Bonn/Germany (2013).
Since 2016 he is associate professor for “Vor- und Frühgeschichte” at the University of Regensburg/Germany. Between 2005 and 2010 he worked at the
Roman-Germanic Commission of the German Archaeological Institute in
Frankfurt am Main. Since 2011 he is a scientific researcher at the National
Museum of Eastern Carpathians in Sfântu Gheorghe/Romania.
E-mail: alexandru.popa@ur.de

